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Abstract
Various torque vectoring systems
for an electric vehicle are presented
and discussed in this thesis. Sev-
eral vehicle mathematical models
for simulations of the vehicle dy-
namics or the development of the
control systems are introduced. Ef-
fects of variations in the physical
parameters of the vehicle models
on the response times, damping ra-
tios, natural frequencies and other
dynamical characteristics are de-
scribed. Presented vehicle mod-
els were parameterized to match
the behavior of the real test vehi-
cle. The developed torque vectoring
control systems are implemented to
the professional automotive control
software, and their performance is
tested in various experiments. Fi-
nally, the results of all tests of ve-
hicle dynamics are compared and
evaluated.
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electric vehicles, control systems,
torque vectoring system, oversteer,
understeer, vehicle dynamics exper-
iments
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Abstrakt
V této práci jsou prezentovány a po-
psány různé systémy rozdělení hna-
cího momentu u elektrických vozi-
del. Je představeno několik matema-
tických modelů vozidel pro simulaci
jízdní dynamiky nebo pro vývoj ří-
dících systémů. Dále jsou popsány
vlivy změn fyzických parameterů
na různé vlastnosti prezentovaných
matematických modelů, jako jsou
časové odezvy, přirozené frekvence
a další dynamické parametry. Pre-
zentované matematické modely byly
parametrizovány tak, aby jejich dy-
namika odpovídala reálnému testo-
vacímu vozidlu. Vyvinuté řídicí sys-
témy pro distribuci momentu byly
implementovány do profesionálního
softwaru pro řízení automobilů a je-
jich vlastnosti byly otestovány při
různých experimentech. Závěrem di-
plomové práce jsou prezentovány vý-
sledky testů jízdní dynamiky jednot-
livých řídících systémů.
Klíčová slova:
dynamika vozidla, stabilita vozidla,
elektrická vozidla, řídící systémy,
torque vectoring systém, přetáči-
vost, nedotáčivost, testy jízdní dy-
namiky
Překlad názvu:
Systémy aktivního řízení momentu
pro elektromobily
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The latest spread of the electromobility in the vehicle industry promises to
bring mostly the local improvement of the air pollution and lower operating
costs of the vehicle. The electromobility brings not only these very often
mentioned properties, but also other advantages such as an independent
electric motor for each wheel. The different structure of the powertrain in
electrical or hybrid vehicle offers new possibilities for independent control
of each wheel. These opportunities requires development of better control
algorithms for vehicle stabilization or modification of the vehicle dynamics
and behavior.
The modelling and simulation of the vehicle dynamics is very wide discipline.
The high fidelity dynamics models of the vehicle motion are often used for the
simulations of the exact vehicle behavior. However, simplified mathematical
models are sufficient for fundamental study of the vehicle dynamics. The
comparison of the vehicle mathematical models with evaluation of the data
from real test vehicle is one of the goals of this thesis.
The primary goal of this thesis is to develop and confirm main concepts
of the torque vectoring and study the influence of different torque moments
on the vehicle states. Several basic control concepts are introduced and
experimentally tested on the test vehicle provided by Porsche Engineering
Services s.r.o.
First, the mathematical vehicle dynamics are derived in chapter 2. Then
the linear constant velocity vehicle model is analyzed in chapter 3. In chapter
4 the vehicle parameterization is described and evaluated. Next, the simple
torque vectoring systems with implementation are given in chapter 5. The
experimental results of presented torque vectoring systems are in chapter
6. The summary of achieved results is presented in chapter 7 and finally
conclusion and future work are presented in the chapter 8.
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1.1 Assistance systems
Various advanced or straightforward control systems help the casual driver
with the vehicle control, stability, and maneuverability. These systems usually
increase the passenger’s safety or simplify the driver’s effort needed for the
driving of the vehicle.
The selection and brief characteristics of existing modern vehicle driver’s
assistance systems are presented in this subsection. Advanced information
about the vehicle dynamics control systems can be found in [19].
.Cruise control is an automatic system, which controls the vehicle
forward velocity. In modern vehicles this system is called adaptive cruise
control and the input is usually extended by additional sensors, which
provide useful information about the situation in front of the vehicle.
This adaptive cruise control system can then adjust the speed or request
an emergency braking to avert an accident without any driver’s action.
.Anti-lock braking system (ABS) is a control system, which helps
mainly during the critical weather conditions such as wet or slippery
road surface or during other dangerous situations such as an obstacle in
the vehicle path. This system prevents the blocking of the wheels and
increases the maneuverability of the vehicle during the critical conditions
and decreases the probability of the vehicle skid or crash. This system
controls the braking fluid pressure during the full break request.
.Traction control is a control system, which extends the ABS system.
The traction control helps with the critical situations during the vehicle
start or acceleration mainly on surfaces with low friction. This system
then decreases the drive torque or slows down the slipping wheel using
brakes. This control action then helps to keep the vehicle in the specified
direction and relieves the driver’s workload.
. Electronic stability program (ESP) is a control system, which uses
the vehicle braking system as the control actuator for vehicle stabilization.
This system usually breaks one wheel to achieve higher or lower vehicle
yaw rate depending on the vehicle understeer or oversteer behavior.
This control action should provide the vehicle stability during all critical
situations. An example of the ESP control of the understeer and oversteer
vehicles is presented in figure 1.1 and 1.2.
.Torque vectoring is described in the section 1.2.
2
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Figure 1.1: The comparison of the understeer vehicle maneuver without and
with ESP control systems. The red wheel is slowed down by the control system
and creates additional vehicle yaw moment, which stabilizes the vehicle. The
term understeer means the tendency of the vehicle to steer less than the driver
wants to.
Figure 1.2: The comparison of the oversteer vehicle maneuver without and with
ESP control systems. The red wheel is slowed down by the control system and
creates additional vehicle yaw moment, which stabilizes the vehicle. The term
oversteer means the tendency of the vehicle to steer more than the driver wants
to.
1.2 Torque vectoring system
The primary motivation for developing the torque vectoring system is to
control the vehicle stability and lateral dynamics, and improve the vehicle
maneuverability to lower the driver’s effort. All these goals are also goals of
the electronic stability system. ESP control system uses breaking of selected
wheels to control the vehicle stability, but the torque vectoring system uses
the difference of torques for the same purposes.
3
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Torque
vectoring
system
Electronic
stability
program
Fy
α
Fy,max
Figure 1.3: Area of lateral sideslip characteristics, where torque vectoring is
used to control and modify the vehicle dynamics.
However, the torque vectoring system is used in different situations than the
electronic stability program. The torque vectoring system is used to modify
the lateral vehicle dynamics, improve the stability and maneuverability of
the vehicle.These situations are usually not critical. On the other hand,
the electronic stability system controls the vehicle stability in dangerous
situations, where some severe damage might be caused. If the ESP system
starts to control the vehicle, the torque vectoring system should be turned
off.
The comparison of application of the torque vectoring system and an
electronic stability system is shown in figure 1.3. The curve expresses the
lateral sideslip characteristics of the tire (see section 2.2) and areas of the
torque vectoring system and electronic stability program application are
displayed.
The vehicle yaw moment is stabilized or agilized by additional yaw moment
created by the difference in the vehicle torque distribution. The figure 1.4
displays the difference between rear wheel torque and the generated yaw
moment. This yaw moment then forces the vehicle dynamics to turn more,
which results to increment of the vehicle yaw rate.
The torque vectoring control action example is presented in figures 1.5 and
1.6. The main difference with the ESP algorithm is the selected controlled
wheel (see fig. 1.1 and 1.2).
4
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Figure 1.4: The difference in the rear wheel torque creates additional vehicle
yaw moment, which can be used for the control of the vehicle stability.
Figure 1.5: The comparison of the understeer vehicle maneuver without and
with torque vectoring control system. The control system increases the torque on
the wheel with the red color. This action creates additional vehicle yaw moment,
which stabilizes the vehicle.
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Figure 1.6: The comparison of the oversteer vehicle maneuver without and with
torque vectoring control system. The control system increases the torque on the
wheel with the red color. This action creates additional vehicle yaw moment,
which stabilizes the vehicle.
The theoretical background of the torque vectoring system and its ap-
plication in various vehicles can be found in [15]. Simple torque vectoring
actuator analysis is given in [10]. Various torque vectoring control systems
such as simple feedforward control or feedback reference value control or
their combination are presented in [2, 7, 6] . These papers use simulation
studies for the evaluation of the results. On the other hand, the application
on the test vehicle and the experimental results and evaluation of the control
systems is the main contribution of this thesis.
6
Chapter 2
The vehicle modelling
2.1 Introduction
The vehicle dynamics described in this chapter supports the development of
control algorithms and simulation, which are described in chapter 5. During
the system description, several parts of the vehicle dynamics are simplified. For
torque vectoring system development and simulation of the vehicle cornering
the planar model of the car is used. Vertical movement together with the roll
motion of the vehicle body is omitted.
In this chapter selection of existing tire models is introduced first. Then
the kinematic model of the vehicle is described. After that the single track
vehicle model is introduced, and finally, this dynamic system is linearized.
2.2 Tire models
The mathematical description of the interaction between the vehicle tire and
the road surface is the biggest challenge of models and simulations describing
vehicle behavior. Such models can evaluate longitudinal and lateral tire forces
using vehicle states as input. For purposes of this thesis minor tire dynamics
are neglected such as self-aligning torque, the combined slip, the influence
of the camber angle and the tire deflection. Advanced tire characteristics,
mathematical models and description of the tire behavior can be found in
[14]. Good overview of the tire models is also in [4].
The most significant inputs for later considered tire models are side-slip
angle α, longitudinal slip λ and normal load Fz of a particular tire. The
7
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α
V
Figure 2.1: Tire coordination system used within this thesis.
side-slip angle α and longitudinal slip λ are defined as follows:
λ =
∣∣∣∣vx − vcvx
∣∣∣∣ , (2.1)
α = arctan
(
vy
vx
)
, (2.2)
where vc is the circumferential velocity of the tire, vx is longitudinal velocity
of the tire center and vy is lateral tire velocity of the tire center, both with
respect to the ground. (see fig. 2.1)
Longitudinal and lateral forces transferred by the tire and their depen-
dency on the longitudinal slip and side-slip angle respectively, are commonly
expressed by the slip curve. The longitudinal acceleration is considered to be
zero in this thesis; the vehicle is moving at constant forward speed. Therefore
only lateral tire forces and only side-slip angle to a lateral force slip charac-
teristic is considered from now on. The example of this slip curve used in this
thesis is presented in 2.2.
The initial slope at zero side-slip angle of the characteristic is called nominal
cornering stiffness Cα0. For a small side-slip angle α the characteristic is
linear and the generated side force Fy is equal to the side-slip value multiplied
with this nominal cornering stiffness coefficient. This behavior is used in the
linear tire model described in section 2.2.2. However, as the side-slip angle
increases, the tire starts to be overloaded and the generated side force is
not linear up to the point where the slip curve reaches the maximum of the
friction coefficient µmax. With further increase of the side-slip angle, the tire
is not able to transfer higher forces Fy.
The typical side-slip curve for lateral motion differs with varying normal
load Fz. This trend is shown in figure 2.3. As the normal force increases, the
8
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Figure 2.2: An example of typical side-slip characteristics for lateral motion.
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Figure 2.3: Lateral tire characteristics for different normal loads.
maximal transferred side force Fy is also growing. Since the vehicle described
within this thesis is a sports car with a very low height of the center of gravity,
it is assumed, that normal forces depend only on the weight distribution of
the vehicle and that these forces are constant during the vehicle movement.
In other words, neither longitudinal nor lateral load transfer is considered in
this thesis. The aerodynamic down-force of the vehicle is also neglected for
simplification of the model.
The lateral side-slip curve depends not only on tire characteristics, but
also on different conditions such as inflation of the tire, surface conditions
(eg. dry/wet tarmac, snow, ice), the temperature of the tire or the road.
The influence of different surfaces on maximal tire friction coefficient µmax is
shown in figure 2.4. The tire friction coefficient can be computed as follows:
µx,max =
Fx,max
Fz
, µy,max =
Fy,max
Fz
. (2.3)
This coefficient in longitudinal direction is close to 1 for dry and clean tarmac.
9
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Normal load Fz = 6000 N, friction of the road surface corresponds to dry
asphalt (µ = 1), wet asphalt (µ = 0.8), snow (µ = 0.6), ice (µ = 0.1).
Figure 2.4: Lateral slip curve for different surfaces.
On wet tarmac we obtain values between 0.8 and 0.9, on snow approximately
0.6 and on ice 0.1.
2.2.1 Pacejka’s ’Magic’ formula
The original empirical formula of Hans Bastiaan Pacejka [13] considered
more than 20 coefficients. It also considers both longitudinal and lateral
tire force characteristics, which are computed simultaneously in their mutual
interdependence. This set of factors was later reduced to 4 main parameters
(B,C,D and E). The approximate value of these main parameters is estimated
by fitting the formula to empirical measurements of the tire behavior. On top
of that, longitudinal and lateral tire forces can be computed independently
for more straightforward implementation and representation of the formula.
The general simplified form of Pacejka’s ’Magic’ formula is:
Fy(α) = D · sin (C · arctan (Bα− E(Bα− arctan (Bα) ))), (2.4)
where parameters B,C,D and E give the shape of the tire characteristics, Fy
is lateral tire force and α is side-slip angle of the tire. The same formula (with
different empirical parameters) can be used for estimating the longitudinal
tire force Fx if the side-slip angle is replaced with slip of the tire λ.
The parameter D is the peak value of the side-slip curve. The parameter
C (shape factor) determines the shape around the peak value of the curve.
The value B is the stiffness factor. Finally, the value E (curvature factor)
determines how much will the shape decline after the maximal transferable
lateral force is reached. The computation of the stiffness factor of the tire Cα
can be found in equation 2.5.
10
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Cα = B · C ·D (2.5)
2.2.2 Linear and two-lines tire model
The linear model is the simplest model of the tire. It is defined as
Fx(λ) = Cλ0λ, Fy(α) = Cα0α, (2.6)
where Cλ0 is the tire slip coefficient and Cα0 is the side-slip coefficient.
However, this model does not represent the non-linear behavior of the tire.
The linear tire model can be further extended to cover at least the maximal
transferable force in each direction. The modified model is given as
Fx(λ) =
{
Cλ0λ when Cλ0λ ≤ Fzµmax
Fzµmax when Cλ0λ > Fzµmax
, (2.7)
Fy(α) =
{
Cα0α when Cα0α ≤ Fzµmax
Fzµmax when Cα0α > Fzµmax
, (2.8)
where Fz is the normal load of the tire and µmax is maximal friction coefficient.
This saturated tire model provides similar results in planar movement of
the car as Pacejka’s ’Magic’ formula. These results are further discussed in
section 2.2.3.
2.2.3 Tire models comparison
The longitudinal tire characteristics comparison is omitted since this thesis
focuses mainly on the lateral dynamics of the vehicle. In figure 2.5 all lateral
force characteristics of previously introduced tire models are shown.
For smaller side-slip angles |α| < 2 all models mutually corresponds. The
characteristics of the tire is linear in this range of side-slip angle. As the value
of the side-slip angle increases, the Pacejka’s ’Magic’ formula reproduces the
nonlinear behavior of the tire quite well.
The high precision tire models (Pacejka’s ’Magic’ formula and others) are
often used for detailed simulation of the vehicle dynamics. However, the
linear tire model with saturation is precise enough for needs of this thesis.
11
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Figure 2.5: Lateral force characteristics for different tire models
2.3 Kinematic vehicle model
The derivation of the kinematic vehicle model is based on a simple vehicle
scheme, where the center of the corner is located on the line defined by the
vehicle rear axle (see figure 2.6). The direction of movement of each point is
in every case perpendicular to the line connecting the point and the center of
the corner.
The intersection of normal to the direction of x-axis of the front tire and
the rear axle of the vehicle gives the instantaneous cornering radius R. From
figure 2.6 the vehicle states can be computed as
ψ˙ = v
R
= v
lr
tan (β), (2.9)
β = tan−1
(
lr
lr + lf
tan (δf )
)
, (2.10)
where v is the vehicle speed, R is the cornering radius, δf is the front tire
steer angle, lf and lr are distances of the centre of gravity of the car to the
front and rear tire respectively, ψ˙ is the vehicle yaw rate and finally β is the
side-slip angle.
If the vehicle is going in a straight path, the radius of the curve approaches
infinity, and the vehicle yaw rate and slip-angle are reaching 0. This vehicle
model was initially developed in [14] and can be found in various titles such
as [9].
12
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Figure 2.6: Mathematical vehicle model valid only for lower vehicle speeds.
2.4 Single track vehicle model
The complex vehicle models are usually used for accurate simulations of the
vehicle movement. These models comprise nonlinear behavior of different
vehicle parts (e.g., tire mechanics, drivetrain, brakes and road characteristics)
and often describe all physical states of the moving vehicle and all of its parts.
On the other hand, the kinematic vehicle model is sufficient for simplification
of the design process of the vehicle control system. Only simple planar motion
of the vehicle is considered and described in this thesis. Advanced vehicle
models for various purposes can be found in [8, 18, 11, 5, 3, 16].
Typical road sports car is considered as the modeled vehicle. Therefore the
vehicle center of gravity is projected into the plane of the surface to neglect
the load transfer during the vehicle motion. Thus only one rotatory and two
translatory degrees of freedom are required to estimate the current vehicle
state sufficiently.
The vehicle coordinate system used within this thesis must be defined first
(see fig. 2.7). The x axis of the vehicle points from the center of gravity
towards the front of the vehicle and the y axis towards the left side of the
vehicle from the driver’s perspective. Finally, the z axis points up to follow
commonly used the right-handed coordinate system.
The single-track vehicle model [14] describing planar vehicle motion is
introduced in figure 2.8. The main difference between the real vehicle and
13
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Figure 2.7: Vehicle coordinate system used within this thesis.
the presented scheme is the number of tires. The left and right front tires are
replaced by one, which is placed into the center of front axis. The cornering
stiffness coefficient has to be increased to include the influence of both original
tires. The same principle is also used on the rear vehicle axle.
The vehicle in figure 2.8 is moving with velocity v. The angle between
the x axis of the vehicle and the velocity vector is called the vehicle side-slip
angle β and is defined as
β = arctan
(
vy
vx
)
, (2.11)
where vx and vy are the vehicle velocities in x and y direction of the vehicle
coordinate frame respectively.
An angle between the longitudinal vehicle axis x and fixed global axis x0
is called vehicle yaw ψ. Vehicle acceleration v˙ has the same direction as the
vehicle velocity v if the vehicle motion is linear. If the vehicle is moving on
curved track we observe centripetal acceleration ac defined as
ac =
v2
R
= v(β˙ + ψ˙), (2.12)
where v is the instantaneous vehicle velocity, R instantaneous radius of the
curved track, β˙ is angular rate of the vehicle side-slip angle and ψ˙ is the
vehicle yaw rate about the vehicle z axis. However, the instantaneous radius
of the motion is often unknown and changes frequently, thus only the second
part of the equation with vehicle side-slip angle rate and yaw rate is normally
used to compute the vehicle side acceleration.
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v
β δ
F Fy,Fy,R
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Cα,FΨ
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l
Figure 2.8: Single track model of the vehicle.
The differential equations of motion of the vehicle shown in figure 2.8 can
be directly derived by creating equilibrium of all forces in the x (eq. 2.13)
and y (eq. 2.14) vehicle direction and of all moments about the z axis (eq.
2.15) of the vehicle. The aerodynamic forces are neglected.
−mv˙ cos(β)+mv(β˙+ ψ˙) sin(β)−Fy,F sin(δ)+Fx,F cos(δ)+Fx,R = 0 (2.13)
−mv˙ sin(β)−mv(β˙+ ψ˙) cos(β)+Fy,F cos(δ)+Fx,F sin(δ)+Fy,R = 0 (2.14)
−Izψ¨ + Fy,F lf cos(δ)− Fy,Rlr + Fx,F lf sin(δ) = 0 (2.15)
In differential equations of motion 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15, m is the mass of the
vehicle, v is the velocity of the vehicle, ψ˙ is the yaw rate of the vehicle,Iz is
moment of inertia about the z axis, lf and lr are the distances of the centre
of the front and rear tire from the vehicle gravity centre respectively, β is the
slide-slip angle of the vehicle, δ is the front tire steering angle, Fx,F and Fx,R
are longitudinal forces of front and rear tire respectively, Fy,F and Fy,R are
lateral forces of front and rear tire respectively. The change of the side-slip
angle β˙ is very small compared to the yaw rate ψ˙.
The tire forces Fy,F and Fy,R are defined within equations of selected tire
model. The tire position and the steering angle has significant impact on
side-slip angles of tires, which are defined as:
αF = δ − arctan
(
v sin(β) + lf ψ˙
v cos(β)
)
, (2.16)
αR = − arctan
(
v sin(β)− lrψ˙
v cos(β)
)
, (2.17)
where αF and αR are tire side-slip angles of the front and the rear tire
respectively.
The relations 2.16 and 2.17 can be approximated for small steering angles
as:
αF = δ − β − lf ψ˙
vx
, (2.18)
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αR = −β + lrψ˙
vx
. (2.19)
The equations 2.13 - 2.17 describe the single track vehicle model for planar
motion. The vehicle model derived above is in following chapters linearized
and used to develop torque vectoring control algorithms.
2.5 Linear vehicle model with constant velocity
Assuming front wheel steering angle δ and side-slip angle β smaller than
10◦, the single track vehicle model from section 2.4 can be linearized using
equations
sin(x) ≈ x, cos(x) ≈ 1. (2.20)
The vehicle differential equations of motion 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 can be
reformulated using equation 2.20 to
−mv˙ + Fx,F + Fx,R = 0, (2.21)
−mv(β˙ + ψ˙) + Fy,F + Fy,R = 0 and (2.22)
−Izψ¨ + Fy,F lf − Fy,Rlr = 0. (2.23)
The side-slip angles of the front and rear tire are defined in equations (2.18)
and (2.19) respectively. The lateral tire forces Fy,F and Fy,R can be estimated
using linear model described in section 2.2.2.
The acceleration of the vehicle v˙ is assumed to be equal to zero during the
cornering maneuver with constant velocity. The vehicle differential equations
are after substitution of side forces Fy,F and Fy,R (see eq. 2.6) and using
equations 2.18 and 2.19 transformed into following equations
−mvβ˙ −mvψ˙ + Cα0,F
(
δ − β − lf ψ˙
v
)
+ Cα0,R
(
−β + lrψ˙
v
)
= 0, (2.24)
−Izψ¨ + Cα0,F
(
δ − β − lf ψ˙
v
)
lf − Cα0,R
(
−β + lrψ˙
v
)
lr = 0. (2.25)
The linearized differential equations can be modified after small manipula-
tion into following state space model:[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
 −Cα0,F+Cα0,Rmv − (1 + Cα0,F lf−Cα0,Rlrmv2 )
−Cα0,F lf−Cα0,RlrIz −
Cα0,F l2f+Cα0,Rl
2
r
Iz
[β
ψ˙
]
+
[
Cα0,F
mv
Cα0,F lf
Iz
]
δ,
(2.26)
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where the vehicle states are represented by the vehicle side-slip angle β and
the vehicle yaw rate ψ˙.
The linear vehicle model with constant velocity is analyzed in chapter 3.
Parameters of the vehicle are fitted and validated in chapter 4 to match the
values from real test vehicle.
2.5.1 Linear model and with yaw moment as input
The linear vehicle model with constant velocity and all mathematical models
described above does not have any physical input, which can simulate the
torque vectoring system.
The torque vectoring system is represented as a difference between the
torques on the right and left electric motor of the vehicle. This difference of
torques creates the torque vectoring yaw moment Mz about the z-axis of the
vehicle.
This additional yaw moment can be computed as follows
Mz =
(
TQR − TQL
r
)
w
2 , (2.27)
where w is the rear track of the vehicle, r is the diameter of the rear tires
and TQR and TQL are torques on the right and left wheel respectively.
The additional yaw moment can be directly placed into the third equation
of motion - the sum of the moments. After simple manipulation similar to
the derivation of the linear vehicle model with constant speed linear vehicle
model (eq. 2.28) with torque vectoring input is obtained.
[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
 −Cα0,F+Cα0,Rmv − (1 + Cα0,F lf−Cα0,Rlrmv2 )
−Cα0,F lf−Cα0,RlrIz −
Cα0,F l2f+Cα0,Rl
2
r
Iz
[β
ψ˙
]
+
[
Cα0,F
mv 0
Cα0,F lf
Iz
1
Iz
] [
δ
Mz
]
(2.28)
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Chapter 3
Linear analysis
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the linear constant velocity vehicle model was derived
and described. This simple model can be later used for designing of the control
systems.
The linear constant velocity vehicle model (eq. 2.26) is a simple second
order linear state-space model with only one input (the steering angle of the
front wheel δ), two internal states (vehicle side-slip angle β and yaw rate ψ˙)
and several parameters to modify its behavior. However, each of the physical
parameters influences the static and dynamic characteristics of this model in
its own way.
Therefore, it is essential for the control engineers to understand, what are
the impacts of variations in mass and geometric parameters of the vehicle
to the time constants, natural frequencies and damping ratios of the lateral
model modes. The description of these dependencies is the goal of this
chapter. The knowledge of this area can later help with parameterization of
the vehicles models to match the real parameters and also with evaluation of
the results of vehicle control systems experiments.
Some results presented in this chapter were published in a conference paper
[12]. The parameterization of the vehicle model in this chapter was selected
to match a typical passenger car. Only one selected parameter is varied in
each subsection. The influence on the location of roots of a characteristic
polynomial is shown and described in each subsection. The time response of
the vehicle yaw rate to the step change of the direction of the front wheels
together with the Bode plot is presented. Each figure contains arrows which
indicate the direction of change as the value of selected parameter increase.
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Weight m 1500 kg
Vehicle speed v 15.5 m s−1
Moment of inertia Iz 2000 kg m2
Vehicle length 3 m
Distance of front wheel and CG lf 1.3 m
Distance of rear wheel and CG lr 1.7 m
Nominal cornering stiffness of front tire Cα0,F 100000 N rad−1
Nominal cornering stiffness of rear tire Cα0,R 120000 N rad−1
Table 3.1: Default parameter values of the vehicle model.
3.2 Vehicle velocity
The parameter, which has one of the biggest influence on vehicle handling
during the vehicle cornering, is the velocity of the moving vehicle. The
velocity v appears only in denominators of components of the system matrix
A (eq. 2.26). Therefore, as the velocity increases, the poles of the system
should move towards zero in the left half of the pole-zero plot.
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Figure 3.1: Change of the pole location of the linear constant velocity vehicle
model by the velocity increment.
The tendency mentioned above is shown in figure 3.1. As the vehicle
velocity v increases, the poles of the system moves towards zero (indicated
by black arrow). At some point, the real poles gain nonzero imaginary part,
which is further increased.
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Figure 3.2: Change of the Bode plot of linear constant velocity vehicle model
by the velocity increment.
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Figure 3.3: Change of the step response of linear constant velocity vehicle model
to the change of the front tires direction by the velocity increment.
The nonzero imaginary part of the poles of the system has another effect
on vehicle handling. This effect can be seen in the time response of the linear
system to the step change of the direction of the front wheels (fig. 3.3, 3.4).
As the vehicle velocity increases, the vehicle yaw rate φ˙ (steady state) also
increases up to the critical value. With further increase of the vehicle velocity,
the (steady-state value of) yaw rate decreases which results in larger radius
of the corner. The vehicle can also became unstable in the terms of the poles
location if the vehicle speed exceeds the critical limit. More information
about the critical vehicle speed is in section 3.6.1.
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Figure 3.4: Change of the planar movement of the linear constant velocity
vehicle model as the velocity increases. The vehicles are displayed every 0.3 s.
3.3 Position of the centre of gravity
Another interesting parameter influencing the vehicle handling is the location
of the center of gravity. The change of the location of the centre of gravity is
represented in figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 as the increasing distance lf between
the front wheel and the centre of gravity. The length of the vehicle remains
the same, thus the distance between the rear wheel and the center of gravity
lr decreases. The vehicle velocity was set constant to v = 15.5 m s−1.
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Figure 3.5: Change of the pole locations of linear vehicle model as the distance
of CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the CG and rear axle decreases
with the same rate.
The common knowledge says that movement of the center of gravity
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towards the front wheel creates quicker vehicle response and less rear wheel
grip. Moving the center of gravity towards the rear axle does the opposite -
less steering and more rear wheel grip. However, the influence of the location
of the center of gravity on the normal loads of the tires is neglected in this
simulation, and only the impacts of the lateral tire forces are studied.
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Figure 3.6: Change of the Bode plot of linear vehicle model as the distance of
CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the CG and rear axle decreases
with the same rate.
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Figure 3.7: Change of the step response of linear vehicle model to the change of
the front tires direction as the distance of CG and front wheel increases. The
distance of the CG and rear axle decreases with the same rate.
The response of the linear vehicle system to the step change of the direction
of the front wheels shown in figure 3.7. The change of the vehicle behavior
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is easily seen. The rising time of the response decreases up to the moment,
where the center of gravity is closer to the front wheel (lf = 1.25 m). Then
the rising time grows again. The gain of the response is rising as the distance
between the CG and the front wheel is increased.
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Figure 3.8: Change of the planar movement of linear vehicle model as the
distance of CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the CG and rear axle
decreases with the same rate. The vehicle is displayed every 0.5 s.
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Figure 3.9: Change of the poles location of linear vehicle model at higher velocity
as the distance of CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the CG and
rear axle decreases with the same rate.
The planar position of the vehicle during the system response to the front
wheel turn is shown in figure 3.8. This figure shows that the position of
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the center of gravity of the vehicle has a significant influence on the turning
moment generated by the front and rear tires.
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Figure 3.10: The change of the Bode plot of linear vehicle model at higher
velocity as the distance of CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the
CG and rear axle decreases with the same rate.
The change of the location of the poles is different when the vehicle is
moving with higher velocity. The vehicle velocity was set to v = 50 m/s
for following simulations. If the center of gravity is close to the rear wheel,
the vehicle can become unstable regarding the location of the poles. This
behavior is shown in figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. If the distance of the vehicle
center of gravity and the front axle is higher than 1.75 m, one of the poles
has positive real value. More information about the poles are presented in
section 3.6.1.
The planar movement of the vehicle during the dynamic response of the
model to the step change in the direction of the front tires is shown in figure
3.12. The cornering radius of the vehicle is decreasing as the distance between
the front axle and the center of gravity of the vehicle increases. The planar
position also shows the non-stable time response of the linear system from
figure 3.11 for lf = 2.25 m.
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Figure 3.11: The change of the step response of linear vehicle model to the
change of the front tires direction at higher velocity as the distance of CG and
front wheel increases. The distance of the CG and rear axle decreases with the
same rate.
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Figure 3.12: Change of the planar movement of linear vehicle model at higher
velocity as the distance of CG and front wheel increases. The distance of the
CG and rear axle decreases with the same rate. The vehicle velocity was set to
v = 50 m s−1. The vehicle is displayed every 0.5 s.
3.4 Moment of inertia
The moment of inertia is varied in this subsection. This parameter can be
physically changed by moving the vehicle engine and transmission from the
centre of the vehicle to the front and back of the vehicle or using a different
material for the vehicle body. The vehicle center of gravity should remain in
the same location.
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Figure 3.13: Change of the poles location of linear vehicle model as the vehicle
moment of inertia increases. The vehicle weight remains unchanged.
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Figure 3.14: Change of the Bode plot of linear vehicle model as the vehicle
moment of inertia increases. The vehicle weight remains unchanged.
The common practice of the sports vehicle design is to keep the moment
of inertia of the entire vehicle as small as possible. The time response of
the system (fig. 3.13) together with the planar position of the vehicle (fig.
3.16) confirms this practice. As the moment of inertia increases, the time
response of the system output is slower, and the vehicle gains more understeer
behavior.
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Figure 3.15: Change of the step response of linear vehicle model to the change
of the front tires direction as the vehicle moment of inertia increases. The vehicle
weight remains unchanged.
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Figure 3.16: Change of the planar movement of linear vehicle model as the
vehicle moment of inertia increases. The vehicle weight remains unchanged. The
vehicle is displayed every 0.5 s.
3.5 Vehicle weight
Additional weight in the vehicle usually changes the moment of inertia of
the vehicle. However, it is assumed in this subsection, that the weight is
added only to the vehicle center of gravity. Thus the moment of inertia is
not modified. This modification can be achieved for example by adding or
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removing some weight of the motor of the mid-engine vehicle since the motor
is usually placed near the center of gravity of this vehicle.
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Figure 3.17: Change of poles location of linear vehicle model as the vehicle
weight increases. The vehicle moment of inertia remains unchanged.
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Figure 3.18: Change of the Bode plot of linear vehicle model as the vehicle
weight increases. The vehicle moment of inertia remains unchanged.
Additional vehicle weight added to the vehicle center of gravity results
in the smaller yaw rate and less dumped yaw rate response of the vehicle.
These phenomena correspond with common sense - as the vehicle gains weight
the vehicle tends to understeer. If we remove some weight, we can achieve
higher yaw rate and quicker vehicle response for the same steering angle.
Comparison of selected responses is shown in the figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.19: Change of the response of linear vehicle model to the change of
the front tires direction as the vehicle weight increases. The vehicle moment of
inertia remains unchanged.
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Figure 3.20: Planar position of the linear vehicle model as the vehicle velocity
increases. The vehicle is displayed every 0.5 s.
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3.6 Additional properties of linear vehicle model
3.6.1 Critical speed
The stability of the linear steady-state cornering model developed in section
2.5 can be determined by examining the two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of this
system.
The eigenvalues of the linear constant velocity vehicle model are solutions
of the characteristic equation
det(A− λI) = 0. (3.1)
The system is asymptotically stable if and only if both eigenvalues have
negative real parts.
system is stable ⇐⇒ Re(λ1) < 0 and Re(λ2) < 0 (3.2)
If one of the eigenvalue has positive real part, the system is not stable and
grows in time without bounds. The eigenvalues of the linear constant velocity
vehicle model can be expressed as
λ1,2 = −tr(A)±
√
tr(A)2 − det(A)2 (3.3)
where trace and determinant of the system matrix A are obtained analytically
as
tr(A) = 1
v
(
Cα,F l
2
f + Cα,Rl2r
Iz
+ Cα,F + Cα,R
m
)
≥ 0, (3.4)
det(A) = −Cα,F lf − Cα,Rlr
Iz
− 1
v2
(Cα,F lf − Cα,Rlr)2
mIz
−
− 1
v2
(
Cα,F l
2
f − Cα,Rl2r
)
mIz
. (3.5)
The critical vehicle velocity is obtained by solving the equation 3.3 for
numbers with real part less than 0:
vcrit =
√√√√ Cα,FCα,R(lf + lr)2
m (Iz + Cα,F lf − Cα,Rlr) , (3.6)
where vcrit is so-called critical speed. The vehicle becomes unstable if its
speed reaches or exceeds this value. This equation also shows, that the vehicle
dynamics, stability and behavior highly depends on the velocity.
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The critical vehicle velocity vcrit can be computed only for linear con-
stant vehicle model with parameterizations with oversteering behavior. The
parameters then satisfy the following condition to compute critical vehicle
velocity
. (3.7)
The dependency of the critical vehicle velocity on the vehicle weight is
shown in the figure 3.21. As the vehicle weight grows, the velocity during
the point at which the vehicle becomes unstable regarding the location of
the system poles is decreasing. The same behavior can be seen in figure 3.23,
but the influence of the vehicle moment of inertia is not as significant as the
weight influence.
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Figure 3.21: The dependency of the critical vehicle velocity on the vehicle weight.
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Figure 3.22: The dependency of the critical vehicle velocity on the vehicle
moment of inertia.
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Figure 3.23: The dependency of the critical vehicle velocity on the position of
the centre of gravity of the vehicle and the difference between the front and rear
tire cornering stiffness.
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Chapter 4
Parameterization and vehicle simulation
4.1 Introduction
The implementation of developed control systems and evaluation of results
on actual test vehicle is the primary goal of this thesis. The single track
vehicle model used for simulations and linearized constant velocity vehicle
model used for control design must match the real dynamic behavior of the
test vehicle not only to obtain good simulation results but also to support
better design of the control system.
In this chapter, the electric test vehicle used for the torque vectoring
experiments is briefly presented. Then all measurable parameters of the
test vehicle are given. Next, the values of remaining parameters are defined
experimentally using simulation results of vehicle step steer tests. Finally, all
presented parameters are validated by simple experiments with the vehicle
dynamics and handling.
4.2 Test Vehicle
The test vehicle used for validation of control algorithms developed within
this thesis is similar to Porsche Boxster S. The original combustion engine
was replaced with two electric motors for each rear wheel and battery pack
was added to power the whole vehicle.
All parameters in following sections were measured or precisely tuned to
closely match the results of the kinematic vehicle model and the linearized
constant speed vehicle model and the real behavior of this test vehicle.
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Figure 4.1: The test vehicle for torque vectoring. Flashing new version of
the electric vehicle control system into the test vehicle on a closed airfield.
4.3 Vehicle parameters
4.3.1 Measurable vehicle parameters
Test vehicle parameters such as a distance between front and rear tires are
taken from the technical documents [1]. Other parameters such as total
weight or the weight distribution or steering wheel ratio were computed or
measured manually. The list of measured vehicle parameters is presented in
table 4.1.
Wheelbase l 2415 mm
Front track f 1486 mm
Rear track w 1528 mm
Distance of front wheel and CG lf 1433 mm
Distance of rear wheel and CG lr 982 mm
Total vehicle weight m 1700 kg
Table 4.1: The test vehicle parameters
The total weight of the vehicle is a sum of the weight of the test vehicle
(1540 kg) and the weight of two passengers (80 kg each).
The only possible way to measure actual front wheel direction in the vehicle
is to compute it from the vehicle steering angle. Therefore, the ratio between
the steering angle and the front wheel angle is significant for the precision
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of the vehicle models. Unfortunately, this conversion is usually non-linear
because of the vehicle front axle design.
An example of the nonlinear characteristics of the steering wheel angle and
the front wheel angle conversion is in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the nonlinear characteristics between steering wheel
angle and the front tire steering angle.
4.3.2 Experimentally identified vehicle parameters
With knowledge from the chapter 3, the rest of the vehicle parameters was
experimentally modified concerning the vehicle dynamics response to the step
steering. The results of simulations were compared to the step steer tests
performed with the test vehicle.
Front stiffness coefficient Cα0,F 85000 N rad−1
Rear stiffness coefficient Cα0,R 110000 N rad−1
Moment of inertia Iz 3500 kg m−2
Table 4.2: Empirical vehicle parameters
The front and rear stiffness coefficients are valid for the single track vehicle
model. Therefore it contains dynamic behavior of both front and both rear
tires respectively.
In figure 4.3 an example of different values of front stiffness coefficients is
compared. Vehicle yaw rate represents the vehicle response. The simulation
input is a real step input from the driver (with limited slope). The step steer
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test was performed at 50 km h−1. The yaw rate vehicle response with the
selected value of the stiffness coefficient of the front tire (85000 N rad−1, tab.
4.2) matches the real yaw response of the test vehicle quite well.
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Figure 4.3: Front stiffness coefficient fitting. An example of fitting the
front stiffness coefficient. Simulated yaw rate should match the values from the
vehicle step steer test.
4.4 Parameter validation
The vehicle models developed in chapter 2 were parameterized with the vehicle
data listed in the previous sections. The data from two different vehicle
dynamics tests were recorded using professional CAN network interface by
Vector1. The data were then compared with the simulation results of the
models. The measured data of the front tire steering angle (calculated from
the steering wheel angle) as well as the velocity of the vehicle were used as
inputs for all simulated models.
4.4.1 Slow speed steer
This vehicle experiment was performed in a closed parking lot. The vehicle
velocity did not exceed 15 km h−1, and the input from the steering wheel was
smooth without significant and sudden changes. In this case, the test vehicle
should have the same behavior as the kinematic model and together with the
single track vehicle model and its linearized version.
The measured and simulated yaw rate in figure 4.4 is nearly the same for
kinematic vehicle model and linear constant velocity vehicle model. The linear
1Vector Informatik GmbH. www.vector.com
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Figure 4.4: Slow speed steering. Comparison of real measured values with
simulated values. The data labeled ’Dynamic’ represents the linear constant
velocity vehicle model.
constant velocity vehicle model generates meaningless data if the vehicle speed
is around 0. Therefore the condition for the enabling of the computation was
set to v ≥ 1.5m s−1. In the real application of control systems containing
the reference values (5.3.1), the switching between the kinematic and linear
constant velocity vehicle models will be necessary. More detailed description
of the implementation for the target is in sections 5.3.1 and 5.4.
4.4.2 High-speed steer
Similar vehicle experiment was performed on a closed airfield. The data
presented in figure 4.5 were measured at the vehicle speeds around 100
km h−1. The steering wheel input was smooth, without fast and sudden
changes in the steering angle.
When the velocity of the vehicle is higher, the kinematic model loses its
precision. This model does not include any dynamics behavior of the model.
Therefore the vehicle yaw rate computation by this model is not precise at
all at higher velocities.
On the other hand, the linearized constant velocity vehicle model provides
data, which are close to the measured values. Some small and sudden changes
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Figure 4.5: High-speed steering. Comparison of real measured values with
simulated values. The data labelled ’Dynamic’ represents the linear constant
velocity vehicle model.
in the vehicle yaw rate caused by surface conditions are not precisely computed
since the vehicle model has only the steering wheel angle and vehicle speed
as the input. The gravel on one side of the airfield creates the difference of
precision between left and right turn in figure 4.5. The tires were generating
less side force when the vehicle was turning right which resulted in lower
vehicle yaw rate.
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Chapter 5
Torque vectoring control system
5.1 Introduction
The main idea of the torque vectoring described in the section 1.2 is to modify
the vehicle dynamics. The goal is to eliminate oversteer or understeer in order
to achieve neutral vehicle behavior and improve the vehicle stability. The
torque vectoring controller designs described in this chapter serve as basic
research in this area of vehicle dynamics. This work provides an elemental
description of vehicle dynamics controllers together with a summary of the
issues.
5.2 Feedforward control
Simple feedforward control system using the steering angle as input and
the difference of the torques as the controlled variable is the first selected
technique for controlling the vehicle yaw rate. The scheme of the feedforward
torque vectoring controller is shown in figure 5.1.
FeedForward
Torque
distribution
δ
v
β
ψ
.
MTV Vehicle
TQ
TQR
L
Figure 5.1: Feedforward torque difference controller. Scheme of simple
feedforward controller with steering angle and vehicle velocity as input and
torque difference as the controlled variable. The vehicle velocity input disables
the controller for lower speeds.
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The linearized constant velocity vehicle model (eq. 2.5.1) with the difference
yaw moment as additional input can be used for studying the influence of
developed feedforward controller on the vehicle dynamics.
The simple feedforward control law can be expressed as
MTV = k · δw · g(v), (5.1)
where MTV is the desired value of the vehicle yaw moment, k is the
feedforward gain, δw is the steering wheel angle and the function g(v) disables
the torque vectoring for lower vehicle speeds.
The required torque difference for left and right wheel can be calculated as
∆TQL = − r2wMTV and ∆TQR =
r
2wMTV , (5.2)
where r is the rear wheel diameter and ∆TQL and ∆TQR are torque
differences for left and right wheel respectively. The torque differences are
then added to the required torque resulting in final equations
TQL =
TQreq
2 −
rδwg(v)
2w k and TQR =
TQreq
2 +
rδwg(v)
2w k, (5.3)
where TQreq is the required torque and TQL and TQR are requested
torques from left and right motor respectively.
Putting equations 2.28 and 5.1 together results into the following linearized
vehicle model with feedforward controller:
[
β˙
ψ¨
]
=
 −Cα0,F+Cα0,Rmv − (1 + Cα0,F lf−Cα0,Rlrmv2 )
−Cα0,F lf−Cα0,RlrIz −
Cα0,F l2f+Cα0,Rl
2
r
Iz
[β
ψ˙
]
+
[
Cα0,F
mv
Cα0,F lf
Iz
+ kCδwIz
]
δ,
(5.4)
where the coefficient Cδw is an approximation of the inverse function
converting the front wheel angle to the steering wheel angle (fig. 4.2). The
torque vectoring dependency on the vehicle velocity is neglected in this
equation.
The Simulink implementation of the feedforward controller is shown in
figure 5.2. The required torque MTV is saturated, and the requested torque
TQL and TQR for each wheel are calculated from the required torque value.
The required torque MTV is set to 0 when the speed is less than some
parameterizable value.
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Figure 5.2: Torque vectoring feedforward algorithm. A simple imple-
mentation of feedforward controller using steering angle as input and torque
difference as output. See experiment results in section 6.4.1.
5.3 Feedback control
The feedback control usually requires some reference value, which will be
controlled by the controller. In our case, the controlled variable is the vehicle
yaw rate. The driver’s input is only the vehicle steering angle. The vehicle
velocity is still assumed to be constant.
The parameterizable vehicle models can be used as a reference value
generators enable to control and change the desired amount of the vehicle yaw
rate. For example, the vehicle parameter for the vehicle weight in the models
can be set to the lower value. Then the feedback control system algorithm
affects the vehicle dynamics to match the real dynamics with the desired one.
With this approach, the vehicle dynamics, stability and the driver’s comfort
can be improved.
5.3.1 Generator of reference values
In the section 4.4, the comparison between real vehicle data and the data
simulated using the kinematic vehicle model and the linear constant velocity
vehicle model was presented. These models provide the data, which can
be used as a reference models with enough precision. In figure 5.3 the
implementation of these models in Matlab Simulink is shown.
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Figure 5.3: Vehicle models implementation. The implementation of the
algorithm for switching between the kinematic and the linear constant velocity
vehicle model in the Simulink scheme.
The first Simulink block in figure 5.3 after the inputs is the Preprocessor.
This block prepares the values for the mathematical models and converts
inputs to the right units - for example vehicle velocity is converted from
km h−1 to m s−1 and the input steering wheel angle in degrees is converted to
the front tire steering angle in radians used for the reference value computation
(using static the characteristics in figure 4.2).
The reference value generator uses the kinematic vehicle model (eq. 2.3)
for precise computation of vehicle states at the vehicle velocities close to
zero. The linear constant velocity vehicle model (eq. 2.5) is then enabled
for calculation when the vehicle velocity is higher than the parameterizable
value Lim_EnableModel_kmph. Then if the vehicle velocity exceeds another
parameterizable value Lim_SwitchModels_kmph, the kinematic vehicle model
reference values are replaced with the linearized constant velocity vehicle
model values. The actual velocity limit for the reference values switching has
to be greater than the enabling velocity limit. It allows the internal integrator
blocks to integrate value from their reset state correctly.
The generator also provides a calculation of error between the reference
value of the vehicle yaw rate and the actual measured value.
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5.3.2 Feedback control: yaw rate
One of the simple ways to control the reference variable is using a desired
reference value, the value from the feedback and the proportional regulator
to compute action MTV . The scheme of this regulator is shown in figure 5.4.
Regulator
Torque
distribution
δ
v
β
ψ
.
MTV Vehicle
TQ
TQR
L
Reference
generator -+
ψ
.
ref
Figure 5.4: Feedback control - yaw rate. Scheme of simple feedback con-
troller using generated yaw rate as the reference value.
The implementation of the used proportional controller is shown in figure 5.5.
It was implemented as PID regulator with anti-windup for future purposes,
but only the proportional part was used in the vehicle dynamics experiments.
All regulator parameters are fully tunable. The desired value of the vehicle
yaw moment can be computed using three parts of the PID regulator including
the saturation and anti-windup algorithm, which can be turned off. Finally,
the desired value of the vehicle moment is converted into the required torque
for the left and right electric motor as it was in the feedforward controller.
Figure 5.5: Torque vectoring proportional feedback regulator. The
implementation of the used proportional feedback regulator using the generator
of the vehicle yaw rate reference. See experiment results in section 6.4.2.
5.3.3 Feedback control: side acceleration
The motivation of this controller came from the weight transfer motion of
the car. During the vehicle movement trough corner, the outer tires are
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loaded more than the inner tires. Therefore they could transfer more torque
to achieve more agile behavior of the vehicle. The controller scheme is shown
in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Feedback control - side acceleration. Scheme of simple the
feedback controller.
The model-based software implementation of the feedback controller with
the side acceleration is similar to the feedforward controller. However, the
input to the controller is not the steering angle, but the measured side
acceleration of the vehicle ay. The implementation is shown in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Torque vectoring feedback with side acceleration. The im-
plementation of the feedback controller using side acceleration as input and
torque difference as output. See experiment results in section 6.4.3.
5.4 Control systems target integration
The control systems described in this chapter were implemented using the
model-based design software technique as the separate modules into a fully
functional commercial automotive electric vehicle manager developed in the
Porsche Engineering Services s.r.o.
The purpose of the torque vectoring module is to distribute required torque
between the left and right electric motor in the test vehicle. The required
torque is first computed by the driver’s inputs from the throttle and also
some higher instances of the control system such as derating systems based
on the battery condition or temperature can adjust the required torque. An
example of the functional cascade is shown in figure 5.8.
Completed control system software developed using Matlab Simulink and
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Figure 5.8: Vehicle control system. An example of the required torque
calculation.
model-based development software design is converted into the C code using
RealTime Workshop at the end. This code also includes the communication
algorithms to read and write values to the CAN bus of the test vehicle.
Figure 5.9: ETAS ECU interface unit. The hardware interface used to flash
the test vehicle target with the compiled control software.
The C code is then compiled into a file, which can be flashed into the vehicle
controller memory using CAN and ETK bus. For this action professional
software and hardware interface solutions by ETAS1were used (fig. 5.9). The
target controller for this system is a standard automotive micro-controller
placed directly inside the test vehicle. The test vehicle flashing procedure in
progress is also shown in figure 4.1.
1ETAS GmbH. www.etas.com
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Chapter 6
Experimental results
6.1 Introduction
This chapter dedicated to the torque vectoring experiments. The actuator
authority tests answers the question about how much can the distribution
of required torque between left and right wheel affect the vehicle handling.
Then the experimental results from all implemented torque vectoring systems
are compared and supplemented with opinions of the professional test driver.
6.2 Torque vectoring test maneuvers
The vehicle maneuver has to be chosen for the control systems evaluation.
Different dynamics and statics tests are described in literature such as sweep
steer test or step steer test. However, relatively big areas of clean tarmac are
required for these experiments. Unfortunately, these areas are not available
in the Czech Republic. Therefore, the double lane change vehicle test [17]
standardized under ISO 3888-2 was chosen. The scheme of this test maneuver
is shown in figure 6.1.
The double lane change vehicle maneuver consists of three segments. First
is the entry segment with the length of 12 m and the width of this segment
depends on the width of the test vehicle (1.1x vehicle width + 0.25 m). The
second part is the sideline segment with the length of 11 m and the width of
this segment also depends on the width of the test vehicle (vehicle width + 1
m). This segment has lateral offset equal to 1 m as seen in figure 6.1. The
spacing between the entry segment and sideline segment is equal to 13.5 m.
Finally, the exit segment is 12 m long and 3 m wide and the spacing between
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1 m
12 m 13.5 m 11 m 12.5 m 12 m
B C
DA
Exit segment
Side line segment
Entry segment
Figure 6.1: Double lane change test, ISO 3888-2. The maneuver was for
better orientation separated into four turns. The black line is an example of the
vehicle center of gravity movement.
sideline segment and exit segment is equal to 12.5 m.
For purposes of this thesis and more straightforward description of the
maneuver, the double lane change test was separated into four different turns.
The turn A and D are left turns, the turn B and C are right turns (see fig.
6.1). This separation helps later in this chapter to evaluate the actuator
authority and experimental results of introduced torque vectoring control
systems.
Each experiment was repeated several times, and the best results were
chosen to eliminate human influence of the driver. The double lane change
test is passed if no cone was knocked down. The vehicle dynamics experiments
were performed with active cruise control set to 70 km h−1 on private airfield
closed to the public.
6.3 Torque vectoring actuator authority
experiments
The effects of the distribution of the required torque between left and right
electric motor are usually known. However, the amount of influence to the
actual dynamic vehicle behavior is typically unknown, so the in-depth view
brings some benefits.
The implementation of the torque distribution system in the test vehicle
was very simple before the work on this thesis began. Total required amount
of torque was divided by two, and resulting value was sent to each motor.
Within this chapter, this distribution will be called 50/50 distribution.
The influence of the non-equal distributions to the vehicle yaw rate is
shown and analyzed in this section. Three different distributions were chosen
- 40/60, 25/75 and 10/90 for the purposes of the analysis. Important notice
has to be added to these numbers: the numbers represent the percentage of
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total required torque, which is then requested by the electric motors. The
lower number represents the amount of torque on the electric motor of the
inner wheel, and the higher number represents the amount of torque on the
electric motor if the outer wheel.
Therefore the switching of the signals depends on the sign of steering angle.
Small dead-band zone together with simple hysteresis was implemented
to smoother transitions of requested torques between right and left turns.
An example of 25/75 torque distribution rates is shown in table 6.1. The
implementation of this algorithm is shown in figure 6.2.
δ > 20◦ 20◦ ≥ δ ≥ −20◦ −20◦ > δ
Left motor 25 % 50 % 75 %
Right motor 75 % 50 % 25 %
Table 6.1: Torque distribution rates. An example of 25/75 torque distribu-
tion between left and right electric motor. The positive steering angle generates
positive1yaw rate.
The torque vectoring system had to satisfy basic safety rules such as
direction (forward, reverse) control and the brake override. The software
version of the developed module contained an algorithm for the feasibility of
the torque vectoring actuator authority tests (see section 6.3). The Simulink
scheme of this algorithm is in figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Torque vectoring actuator authority algorithm. A simple
implementation of dead-band and hysteresis for the feasibility of the vehicle tests.
See experiment results in section 6.3.
The required torque from the driver is after processing with derating algo-
rithms divided based on the value of input signal DistributionPercentage.
1The positive yaw rate means left turn in the conventions of this diploma thesis.
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This signal is taken directly from the vehicle CAN bus and can be modified
online using simple slider application in connected PC. The series of switches
then select the right value for each electric motor based on an actual position
of the steering wheel. Finally, the requested torque is distributed only when
positive torque is required so the forward direction mode of the vehicle is
selected. The torque is distributed equally if the recuperation or breaking
command occur.
The experimental results are shown in figure 6.3. The side acceleration and
the yaw rate does not show significant change. Small differences in the figures
can be explained by human factor. On the other hand, the steering angle
shows significant improvements. If we compare the original 50/50 distribution
with the 40/60 or 25/75, the driver’s reactions and input steering angle are
smoother, and the maximal steering angle amplitude is lower.
The amplitude of the steering angle is also lower if we look at the distribution
10/90. However, in this case, the vehicle dynamics react too much to the
driver’s input so he is forced to stabilize it. This situation can be seen between
2 and 2.6 seconds in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Torque vectoring actuator authority test. Double line change
maneuver with different torque distribution settings.
The overall steering improvement is shown in figure 6.4. The bar graphs
show the average steering angle during each turn labeled A, B, C and D
together with the maximal amplitudes, which are displayed as a circles above
the bars.
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Figure 6.4: Torque vectoring actuator authority test, steering. Com-
parison of an average and maximum amplitude of the steering angle during the
double line change maneuver with different torque distribution settings.
The decrease of the maximal amplitude of steering angle required for
the particular maneuver together with the increased response of the vehi-
cle dynamics to the driver’s inputs can lead to an improvement of vehicle
cornering.
6.4 Experimental results of torque vectoring
systems
Each of the control systems presented in chapter 5 was tested on the test
vehicle (figure 4.1). Several attempts of double lane change maneuver (section
6.2) with different settings were performed, evaluated and compared with
the original algorithm without the torque vectoring. Each of the selected
controller settings is provided with the commentary and vehicle behavior
description from an experienced driver.
The test vehicle used for the test maneuvers in the default settings without
the torque vectoring controller has action dynamics. The vehicle shows
significant under-steer behavior. Therefore the driver must show some effort
to pass the double lane change test correctly.
6.4.1 Results of feedforward control
The results of the double lane change maneuvers with the feedforward con-
troller (section 5.2) with different settings are shown in figure 6.5. The
feedforward gain was set to values 0, 1, 1.5 and 2 for each attempt.
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Comparing the vehicle yaw rate and side acceleration shows no particular
difference in the shapes of the curves. Small changes and variations are
influenced by test driver error and repetition of the tests.
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Figure 6.5: Feedforward regulator, test results..1. Feedforward gain 1: The steering angle with this setting is smoother
than during the default maneuver mainly in section B, C, and D.
According to the driver’s description, the vehicle has less understeer be-
havior than in the default case. It is closer to the neutral vehicle behavior.
The controller intervention to the vehicle dynamics is noticeable..2. Feedforward gain 1.5: The test vehicle with this setting of the feed-
forward controller shows a slightly oversteering property according to the
driver, but most of the time the vehicle dynamics remain controllable.
The steering angle shows improvement along the whole duration of the
maneuver. The shape is smoother than in the previous test. On the
other hand, the driver had to slightly stabilize the car movement..3. Feedforward gain 2: In this case, the vehicle showed unwanted over-
steer properties. Although the test vehicle passed the double-line change
test, the driver had to make a significant effort to complete the maneuver
with success.
A better comparison of the results of each test maneuver is shown in figure
6.6, where vehicle side-slip angle is estimated using Kalman filter observer.
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The maneuver without torque vectoring has a slightly higher side-slip angle
with big disturbances between 2 and 3 seconds.
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Figure 6.6: Feedforward regulator, side-slip. Comparison of estimated
side-slip angle.
The first two controlled maneuvers show improvement of the vehicle han-
dling and much steadier curve, mainly during the B and C section of the
maneuver. On the other hand, the third experiment confirms the driver’s
effort to keep vehicle stable in the desired direction.
Figure 6.7 shows simulated Bode characteristics of the vehicle model with
varying feedforward gain. The resulting characteristics correspond with the
observed results of the feedforward. Increased yaw rate gain should result in
faster vehicle dynamics response.
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Figure 6.7: Bode characteristics of the feedforward torque difference
controller. As the feedforward gain increases, the frequency gain is also in-
creased.
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6.4.2 Results of feedback control: yaw rate
Only the proportional part of the PID controller (section 5.3.2) together with
the reference yaw rate generator was used to control the vehicle dynamics.
The changes in the vehicle states are rapid for an integral part. Therefore the
integral gain was set to 0. Also, the derivative gain was set to 0 to reduce the
error caused by low-resolution measurement of the yaw rate sensor placed
directly inside the vehicle. The proportional gain was set to values 0, 500,
1000 and 1500.
The comparison of the vehicle yaw rate and side acceleration shows a more
significant difference between each controller settings. However, small changes
and variations could be caused by the difference of test driver’s input.
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Figure 6.8: Feedback regulator test results..1. Proportional gain 500: The steering angle with this setting of the
feedback controller does not show any difference compared to the default
test experiment. The vehicle yaw rate and side acceleration are similar
to the default values.
On the other hand, the vehicle has improved handling according to the
driver. The vehicle has less understeer behavior and vehicle dynamic
was slightly improved.
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steering angle can be seen along the whole duration of the maneuver.
The vehicle response to the driver’s actions was improved, and the vehicle
had no more understeer behavior..3. Proportional gain 1500: In the last case of the feedback controller
settings, the vehicle behavior was very poor with huge oversteer behavior.
The driver had to stabilize the vehicle dynamics to safely complete the
maneuver. His stabilizing action is nicely seen in the steering angle figure
(figure 6.8) between 2.5 and 3 seconds.
The comparison of the results of each test maneuver is shown in figure 6.6,
where vehicle side-slip angle is estimated using Kalman filter observer. The
maneuver without torque vectoring has a slightly higher side-slip angle with
significant disturbances between 2 and 3 seconds.
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Figure 6.9: Feedback regulator test results. Comparison of estimated
side-slip angle.
The first settings of the feedback regulator showed improvement in the
vehicle behavior, but the measured results were nearly the same compared to
the default experiment. If we look at the estimated side-slip comparison, the
difference can be immediately seen. The shape of the estimated slip-angle is
smoother, and the values are lower.
Nearly the same shape of the side-slip angle values applies for the second
run. For the third test series, the instability of the vehicle (between 2.5 and
3 seconds) together with the oversteer behavior (between 3 and 3.5 seconds)
can be seen in figure 6.9.
6.4.3 Results of feedback control: side acceleration
Finally, the results of the third torque vectoring controller - feedback with
the side acceleration - are shown in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: The test results of the regulator with side acceleration..1. Gain 100: The input steering angle curve was smooth. The vehicle
dynamics was improved, but still with understeer behavior. The influence
of the controller was noticeable by the driver..2. Gain 200: This controller settings provided the best vehicle behavior
among all tested controllers. The test vehicle had neutral behavior, the
movement during the maneuver was smooth, only with small disturbances.
The influence of the controller was noticeable..3. Gain 300: This controller setting was probably the worst. The vehicle
had big over-steer behavior. During the transition between section B
and C of the double line change maneuver the vehicle lost traction of
the front tires. The driver tried to compensate by quick steering action,
which helped to pass the section C into the section D.
However, in the middle of the section D, the vehicle lost traction com-
pletely. The driver tried to stabilize the vehicle, the steering angle was
at 100 degrees, but the vehicle continued spinning in the skid. In this
case, the vehicle did not pass the double line change test.
The feedback controller design with side acceleration did not helped dur-
ing the vehicle skid. The vehicle was spinning, and the side acceleration
was still high. That resulted in additional yaw moment request, which
worsened the situation.
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...........................6.4. Experimental results of torque vectoring systems
Finally, the comparison of the estimated side-slip angle during the maneuver
is shown in figure 6.11. First two settings of the controller show small
improvements mainly in the section D of the maneuver. The third controller
settings show the skid of the vehicle during the D section of the double line
change maneuver.
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Figure 6.11: Side acceleration regulator, side-slip results. Comparison
of estimated side-slip angle.
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Chapter 7
Results
The results of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
.Vehicle models - three vehicle models (kinematic model, single-track
model and linearized constant speed model) were described and evaluated.. Linear analysis - the linearized constant speed vehicle model was
analyzed in depth. Each parameter value of the vehicle was varied within
a reasonable range, and the influence on the model dynamics and output
responses was compared and described.. Experimental identification - the parameters of the vehicle were
measured or experimentally identified. The values were validated by
simple experiments with the test vehicle..Control architecture - various torque vectoring control algorithms
using feedforward and feedback were developed and integrated into a
fully functional electric vehicle control system. The algorithms were
implemented using model-based software design and compiled using
professional automotive production framework..Vehicle experimental tests - two vehicle dynamics tests were realized
on the closed airfield. Developed feedback and feedforward controllers
were tested by an experienced driver..Documentation of results - all vehicle dynamics test results were
analyzed, described and evaluated. The change of the vehicle behavior
was described by an experienced driver.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
The vehicle dynamics can be described in various ways. Kinematic vehicle
model provides perfect estimation of the vehicle states at lower vehicle veloci-
ties. However, as the vehicle speed increases, this model loses its precision.
On the other hand, the single track vehicle model with the linearized version
provides a good result at higher vehicle velocities.
Most significant parameters of the vehicle models are the front and the rear
tire slip coefficients. The measurement of these coefficients is problematic.
Therefore, they have to be estimated using, for example, Kalman filters or by
fitting these parameter by an experimental identification.
The torque vectoring control system can improve the vehicle dynamics
and handling. The lateral vehicle behavior can be stabilized or more excited
depending on the chosen control strategy. The best outcome in agilization of
the vehicle produces the simple feedforward controller as the results showed.
On the other hand, the desired value generator together with the feedback
controller provides more options to control and adjust the vehicle dynamics
in various conditions. However, the lateral vehicle control using only yaw
rate as reference variable is usable only in excellent weather conditions and
during some maneuvers.
This work can be used as a fundamental source of information about the
vehicle dynamics, lateral control and the vehicle reaction to the different torque
distribution. Follow-up work can use the established framework and improve
presented control systems by including the vehicle side-slip estimation and
control. Also, the advanced optimal and robust controllers can be developed
after gathering the appropriate control constraints.
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Appendix B
List of abbreviations
ABS Anti-lock braking system
CAN Controller area network
CG Center of gravity
ECU Electronic control unit
ESP Electronic stability program
PC Personal computer
TV Torque vectoring
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Appendix C
List of symbols
a acceleration
α tire side-slip angle
β vehicle side-slip angle
Cα tire cornering stiffness factor
δ wheel angle
f front track
Fx longitudinal force
Fy lateral force
Fz normal load
Iz moment of inertia about the z-axis
l lenght of the vehicle
m vehcile weight
µ friction coefficient
r vehicle tire diameter
R cornering radius
TQR right motor torque
TQL left motor torque
vx longitudinal velocity
vy lateral velocity
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C. List of symbols..........................................
w rear track
ψ vehicle yaw
ψ˙ vehicle yaw rate
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